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THE DHADING MICRO-HYDROPOWER PLANT: 30 kWe 

Equipment specifications with special reference to the ,BYS MIH/P-governor 
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A: GENERAL INFORMATION 

DHADING MICRO-HYDROPOWER PLANT 

Rated Plant Output: 30 kWe 

1. Technical specifications: 

Turbine;'-BYS-X%O/CFl 
with new cylindrical valve 

L Q, = 0.26, H net = 21 m; 460 RPM 
Qmax = 300 l/s 
Pmax = 43 kW, rl = 0.7 

H 

Alternator: GARKdN make self-excited, self regulated 50 HZ, 1500 RPM, 
65 kVA, 230/400 V 

Governor: BYS/MWH/P-governor ' 

Servo-cjclinder: 
, 

6125 x 200 (stroke) 
BIBWDU 125/200 l/32 706 
Adapter l/32 700/023 

Throttle/control-valve: !J 18 mm/special design (see enclosure) 

Clbsing spring: _ BAUMANN NR. 207 

Flyball assembly: 
# 

Flyball spring: 

-Connecting lever: 

Transmission: 

I Flywheel: 

Switchboard: 

Outside PJ 118 mm, wire B 8 mm 
free length 400 mm, compr. length 84 mm 
c-rate: 0,37 kgf/mm 

type BYS, directly mounted on turbine shaft 
Aff = O-.49 kgf/mm, at 460 RPM (constant) 

FBS 03, c-rate 0,23 kgf/mm 
Outside 0 38, wire B 3 mm 

,free length 90 mm, max. length 210 mm 

H = 100 mm (constant) 
K = 130-190,mm (variable) 
L = 300-400 mm (variable) 

6 x c-section vee-belt drive, siggle stage 
460/1500 RPM, i q 3,26 

0 700 rnm,weightapprox 120 kg, GD* approx 20 ks m2 
mounted in line with alternator axis (1500 RPM) 
and connected with semi-flexible coupling 

equipped with V, A, kbl, kl:lh, Hz, h meters, on/off 
switches, excitation switch, phase selector 
switch and main line connector svritch. Protected 
by fuses and overvoltage relay. 

a 
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Filter and supply pipe - Basket strainer type filter with stainless 
steel gauze 

.9- Storage tank 100 1 with-adjusting valve and 
overflowpipe mm providing a constant head 
of 17 ml 

- G.I. 2" pipe along penstock with stop valve above 
the filter, 1" drain valve above the filter and 

rstop/operating valve (1 l/Z") above the governor- 
in the power house. 

Connecting pipe. %o servo-cylinder 6nd control: 
valve flexible B 40 mm- (rubber)pipe.Governor 

. discharge pipe: B 80 mm x approx 3 m length. 

2. Plant performance: 
(as per commissioning tests 27.5.83) 

output: Pel = 34 kW (under fu'll head) 

I . speed deviation: + 10 % at no-load 

- 6 %at rated-load (30 kW) Y (static) 

Overall p 

3. Transient state tests: 

, 

- 20 % at full-load 

ant-efficiency: 0.58 for: Hn = 21 m 
Q ="250' l/s 

L Load rejection: 1 acting time transient overspeed 

25 % - 5,2 'seconds 9 % 
50 % 5,5 seconds 13 % 
75% . 6 seconds 23 % 

iaa % 7 seconds c 26 % - 

rated no-load Speed is reached aftec 20 seconds - 
Rated load acceptance: 

I 
5 seconds I unberspeed 26 % 

47 HZ static rated load speed is reached after 14 seconds. 

4. Sensitivity test: 

at: / 

no-load 

25.;, load 

50 load 

rated-load 

required magnitude of losd 5witched to initiate 
governor action 

+ a.6 kW 

1 1.5 k\d 
(10 '.) 

' 1.5 kW 

' 2 . 0 k I4 (7 ') 



5. aption: 

Performance: 
The performance of the plant, observed during ini*tial testing and during 
commissioning of the equipment, is satisfactory but better than specified 
by BYS for SHDB. , F' 

Static speed>eviation is + 10 % at no-load (which is not of any adverse (' 
consequence since no.consumers are connected) and remains within very a 
acceptable 2 4 % in the output range from approx. 10 to 25 kW, while U 
deviating to =x6% at rated load. D 

Rated load is achieved with 86 % turbine gate opening while at 100 % 
opening; peak power output is 34 kW. a 

It is however not advisable to run the plant at peak power output.' The 
vi-rtue of providing rated 1Qad at less .than full turbine opening is r,ather 
that rated load can be maintained even under reduced head. This is l\kely 
to occur during operation at rated load for periods of more than one hour 
during the dry/irrigation season. In this period, rated load discharge is 
likely to be hjgher than forebay inflow, thus slowly draining the storage. 
Producing rated power output of 30 kW is possible with a head reduced by upto 
2 meters, i.e. 19 m. 

Voltage regulation of the alternator is such that voltage remains constant 
in the entire range.from no-load to rated:load. Higher/lower voltage occurs 
in transient state and at peak load only. 

,Trans,ient speed deviation occurs during khort periods of approximately 
5 sec'qnds to the extentrof less than 15 % in normal switching (on or off) 
of 50-vof the load or less. In the unlikely event of rated load rejection 
or acceptance, transient: speed deviation is in the region of 25 % (specified 

'maximum is I 30 %), returning to the steady state within a maximum of 
20 seconds. * 

Governor action is quick,but a closing time of about 7 seconds is main- 
tained, giving a pressure-rise in the penstock of 25 % which is within ., 
design lairnits of penstock strength. Faster closure and thus a higher-pressure 
rise may occur at sudden loss of governor supply pressure. This can be 
induced by very fast and careless manual closure of the operating valve. 
Even in this case, penstock rupture is very unli'kely and operators are 
inset-ucted to avoid such wrong manipulations. 

I’J b c e I’ ‘I a f 1 ,d , , .I ,) f L!ie :~l;lr~ts performance dut-1nq ttle tit-st week after ~om11~1S~lonln~1 
(early June, 83) ha> shown no deviation from the perfor.mance data obtainlned 
during Initial testing and commissioning, and no malfunction. Operational load 
connected varied from 8 kbl to 22 kW, indicating that for the time being full 
rated capacity is not yet connected. 
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Operation: 

The procedure is as follows for starting-up of the plant. ,, 
G 

1. Adjusting governor water supply 

2. Opening on/off valve of the governor supply line in the power house 

3. Switching-on excitation 

4. After'steady no-load speed ,is reached, connection of the line. 
'1, 

Shutting down:. 

1. Disconnection of the line 

2. Slow closure of the governor supply valve (on/off valve). 

Alternatively, the governor supply valve may be closed as a first step. 
The line will automatically be disconnected at approx. 100 Volts 
phase/neutral voltage. 

'". 

Adjusting water supply: 

The water discharge of the governor varies according to the position of the 
control-valve. Highest discharge occurs at no-load speed, lowest discharge 
at full-load speed': The problem of adjusting the governor water supply 
consists theyefore in providing a constant head. To achieve this, the . 
storage tank must overflow at all times. 
providing very little overflow. 

Adjustment is done best at no-load, 
The overflow pipe must have a sufficiently 

large diameter to keep a head increase a& full-load, due to higher overflow 
discharge and subsequent pressure build-up,within limits. The overflow pipe 
.provided i-s of 0 40 mm and approg. 3 m length. Adjustment of the 2" valve 
between filter and storage tank is an opening of 3 full revolutions opening 
from the fully'closed, position. This position needs not to be changed. The 
hand wheel of this valve has therefore been removed: The stop valve above 
the filter on the other hand is,opened fully for operation and is shut-off 
for filter cleaning. . 

Starting up: 

Except for filter cleaning, no'manipulation of the adjusting and stop valve 
near the filter and storage tank is required after initial adjustments as 
described. Normal plant operation is possible from within the powerhouse. 
The following procedure has been found to be convenient: 

- Slow opening of the on/off valve by approx. one t-evolution of the valve 
handle. Pressure in the servo-cylinder builds up and the turbine gate 
starts 3penin;. 

- Llhlle the generating set is speeding up,. the excitation push button is 
pressed down until excitation is on, as soon as speed and therefore voltage 
reach a sufficiently high level. 

- Immediately thereafter, the on/off valve is opened fully. In the process, 
speed kill1 go up to above no-load speed (transient) and will return to 
no-load speed. 



e - The line may now be connected 

Shutting down: 

by the main switch. 

The equipment takes care of ful l'within acceotable -load rejection we1 
limits of speed increase. Irrespective of the load connected, shbtting 
down is effected by: 

- Dis&nection of the line by operating the main switch .;. 
: - Slow closure of the on/o'ff valve. 

i 
The plant comes to a standstill without the need for a brake and without 
the need to close the penstock gate valve. 

All manipulations described may conveniently be done by a single operator. 

6. Plant safety: 

Tests and operation so far have shown that in normal operation; no dangerous 
conditions occur. Permissible overspeed for the alternator is 40 % as 
specified by the manufacturer, while not more than 26 % overspee 

. 
occurs 

for short periods in normal operation. P 

In the case of governor malfunction, the system is in principal self- 
protecting, i.e. in the case loss of 'pressure, the turbine is shut down 
automatically. 

Pressure loss can have the following causes: 

- lack of water supply due to insufficient filter discharge due to blockage. 

- rupture or leak of flexible (rubber) pipes 

While the former may occur in case of operator's negligence, the latter is 
most unlikely. 

Jammin.g of the control-valve, due to foreign particles (which would indicate ' 
that the filter is not good enough), would cause the governor to malfunction. 
Safety is not likely to be endangered 'since at overspeed the flyball assembly 
develops forces in the range between 20 - 30 kgf. These are very likely to 

,,,, 

move a st uck control-valve. 

Two critical components of the governor system are the closing spring and 
r . the connecting link between the operating lever and the control-valve (turn- 

_ buckle). If one of these components should break, serious damage to the 
1 alternator may occur. However, breakage of the closing spring can be ruled 

out as a possibility. Removal by force of the ball joint/turn buckle is 
basically possible. This would have to be considered a serious. act of 
sabotage. 

-. 
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F. Maintenance: 

The revision of the governor design was done with the aim of reducing 
maintenance requirements. The resul ti's a reduction of lubricating points 
and better protection 'of moving parts against dust and corrosion: 

- the conirbl-valve pushrod ii' fully sealed in its brass bearing from 
water with a rubber bellows. A single drop of oil needs to be put into 
the lubrication nozzle every few days. 

- the f ball assembly is fully sealed and is also provided with a bellows 
l-5 at the ushrod extension. Grease lubrication applied initially is 

expected to last for at least 500 operating hours. 

- the control-lever bearing consists of two permanently greased ball 
bearings and is sealed with a ‘rubber cap. 

- a brass friction disk.is fitted between the point of the flyball pushrod 
and the control-lever pressure plate. One drop of oil must be applied 
daily at the point of contact of friction disk and pressure plate. Care 
must be taken not to remove the friction disk from its correct position. 

, - the bearing at the turbine gate lever to which the servo-cylinder is 
connected, is provided with a grease nipple to which grease must be 
applied occasionally by grease-gun. 

- the same applies for the bearings of the turbine gate. 

- proper attention must be paid to the condition of the governor filter. 
It is expected that under normal conditions, cleaning has to be done at - 
least weekly. However, during and after heavy rains, more frequent 
cleaning is necessary due to heavy par'ticle load of the water. 

Procedure: 

- closure of main valve above the filter 
- removal of filter basket by removing the filter lid 
- draining of the filter housing by removing the drain-screw at the 

bottom 
- cleaning of the filter ba.sket by brushing its outsideiwith a steel 

brush and subsequent flushing 
- flushing out of the filter housing 
- replacing drain-screw, filter basket and lid 
- I-e-opening of the main supply-valve. 

T 

Maintenance requirements specified here can not be complete since there IS no 
long term operatin? experience. Additional requirements ~111 need to tv slpecl- 
fied based on siicr: operating experienLc. 

a 
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SCHEMATIC OF MWH GOVERMOR F~YDRAULICS _d 
"DIIADING" MICRO HYDRO PLA!lT --__ 7 HEAD WATER LEVEL 

-- 

SUPPLY PIPE B 2" G.I. 

\ ’ -2ikl k drain I $-Fox. 100 1 

\ 
ylC+J- j :f--,_-/-j-i- ---- 

lexible pipefl 40 

1, -- 
ow 

' to turbine 

- - 

mm 

--- 

, . -plug v 

co 

. 

SERVO C' ~~~ (LINDER ~ -7 -ku- 
- .^_ 

Y-l '.\, !d 125 
air blee 

pressure gauge 
flexible 1 
g 40 mm 

CONTROL VALVE HOUSING 
7 

711 piston 
\ 

'THROTTLE+7 18 mm 
---___ -_-.-____. 11 via control 

CONTROL VALVE 
\\ 

to flyba 
lever to tu&ine gate 

drain 
_~. 
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DAJPING ARRANGEMENT FOR 
MblH/P-GOVERNOR (SCHEMATIC) / 

/ / 

Adjusting valve 

:;;t:;;;r*-T,\ 

Level indicator 

y highest level 
7 

7 lowest level 

i 
' Drain plug 

cap 
Fill 

Servo cylinder 

er 

*.required container volume: 

Servo cylinder 
- 

0 / stroke 

Liters 
(approx.) 

I -___-- __~_____ ’ 
I -1 

80/150 ' 

80/200 

100/150 

100/200 

1 ,o 

132 

1,4 

‘. 

.- : 

-.. _ ., 
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BYS EQUIPMENT INSTALLED AT DHADING 

/Control-valve housing 

I Flyball assembly 
\ adjustable spring 

frame 

-~ ~---y 

View of control unit , 

MWH/P-Governor Control lever . 

.4 
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Connecting pipe between 
servo-cyl. & control valve 

Flyball 

Control-valv 

-Servo-cylinder 

/I 

Supply pipe 

Closi 

I 

ng spring 

ne gate levFr* 

, 

c 
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Pipe adapter with 
pressure CJd'JCJe 

nipple & plug 
\ 
'\\ 

j\\ 

Adapter and thbttlc 

Detail? Pipe/servo-cylinder a*ter parts 
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1. INSTRUCTIONS 
Mechanical Governor 

\ i 
Component matching procedure: 

A: Determine characteristics 

1. Flow regulator forces (gate characteristic) including length of 
gate pushrod stroke between no-load and full-load (use form Bl) 

2. Flyball characteristic by using form 82 and B3 

3: Throttle/control-valve characteristic by using form 84 

4. Available working pressure PO by using form B5 

B: Select servo-cylinder diameter (Fig. 21, page 28) . 
(use form 87, 88 as a worksheet) 

1. Calculate effective cross-sectional piston area 

2. Calculate available piston force at no-load and full-load points 
of gate (i.e. at PI/PO = 0,3 and 0,7 respectively). Draw piston 
characteristic on form 86 

3. Add up gate, servo-piston and friction forces to,determine 
required closing spring forces _ 

4. Calculate closing spring characteristic 

C: Select most suitable spring from the available range 

1. Determine working points of spring at no-load/full-load 

2. Calculate spring loading at fullYload 

3. Correct piston force Fp2 required and determine new value 
for full-load point of control-valve as well as stroke z 

0: Match flyball stroke length (17 mm) with control-valve 
stroke z, and flyball-pushrod forces with flyball spring 

1. Calculate lever length K 

2. Select 'suitable flyball.spring d 

3. Calculate lever length L. 

4. Calculate amplification factor for flyball.forces . 

5. Calculate flyball spring deflection at working points 

E: Closing the control loop ' 

1. Fill in design data (form B9) 

2. Draw component characteristics in quadran; diagram (form BIO) 
,,a . 
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2. EXPLANATORY COMMENTS , 

The component matching procedure with working diagrams Bl - 86 are used' 
together with calculating sheets 87 & B8 to determine theoretically correct 
governor adjustments. The turbine gate characteristic and the flyball , 
characteristic have to be measured to start with. Flyball pushrod forces 
are easily determined by operating the flyball assembly on a lathe machine 
at constant speed. Pushrod forces are measured in different positions by 
measuring the deflection of a spring (with knownc-rate) which keeps the 
pushrod in the desired position. If this is repeated for a number of different 
constant speeds, the characteristic for any other desired speed may be 
calculated. I 

The gate characteristics must be measured under actual operating conditions, 
i.e. in the actual installation. The throttle/control-valve characteristics 
has been determined by the design of the control valve‘piston previously. 
It is now sensible to verify this by actual measurements at site, because 
manufacturing inaccuracies will'have an influence. With the data obtained 
for the control-valve, graph 85 a$ subsequently graph 86 may also be com- 
pleted. 

The calculating sheet 87 is then used to determine control-valve working 
points and the setting of the closing spring. Subsequently, lever lengths 
and setting of the flyball spring are calculated. All data obtained are 
entered in form B9 which is used for executing governor adjustments. 

Corrections of these preliminary settings have most likely to be done during 
trial runs, to obtain specified governor performance. Once this is achieved 
(by using the tuning procedure), adjusted values are entered in the respective 
column in form B9. The entire control-loop diagram can then be drawn in form 
BlO. For.full understanding of the interaction between the governor components, 
it is essential to find out the reasons for deviations of adjusted settings 
from design values. In case of such deviations, one or more of the initially 
assumed component characteristics must have been inaccurate or wrong. 

Deviations of initially assumed characteristics from actual characteristics 
(which were derived from the final control-loop) are shown in the matching 
procedure for "Dhading". Reasons are explained in the following: 

a) Gate forces: 
Initial measurements wet-e not done in the actual installation but at the 
BYS test plant only. Due to a,new gate desiqn and a lack of appropriate 
measuring instruments, practically no forces could be measured. The gate 
v/as consequently wrongly assumed t-o be hydraulically balanced. From the 
setting of the closing spring and the positions of the control valve, 
actually occuring forces c uld be derived. As shown on graph B1, deviations 
are considerable, leading t 

" 
deviations in other components of the system. 
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b) Pistion forces: 
Due to the apparent opening forces at no-load, the actually required 
piston force at.this point is much smaller (20 kgfinstead of the calculated 
52,5 kgf). At full-load on the other hand, apparent closing force of the 
gate is higher t'han assumed. The required piston force is therefore higher 
than calculated (132 kgf instead of 122.8 kgf). 

c) Closing spring setting: 
<The closing spring is to counteract the total of opening forces. The 

i' a,, corrective calculation of required spring setting, by using values of 
the apparent gate forces (form 7a) yields a r$guiVed deflection of 162 mm, 
while the actually adjusted value is 160 mm. Spring deflection is higher 
than calculated initially 298 mm according to the corrective calculation 
and equal to the actual adjustment. $ 

d) Control-valve working range: 
Due to the greater difference between required piston forcepat no-load 
and full-load points, the working range of the control-valve needs to be' 
greater than as per the initial design cal'culations. The results of 
corrective calculations (form B7a) agree with actual Norking points at no- 
load and full-load, indicating that all other deviations so far have been 
correctly understood. i 

a. 
e) Flyball/connecting lever: 

The working range of the control-valve was increased,,requiring greater 
control-valve piston travel. The flyball pushrod travel is increased in 
proportion. The corrective calculation (form B8a) shows that this results --. 
in practically the equal lever length K, which agrees with the actual 
adjustment. 

Effective flyball forces deviate considerably from design calculations%+ - 
could be derived from actual flyball-spring deflection. The reaso.n for this- 
are hydraulic forces of the control-valve piston which connteract flybabll 
forces and which were neglected initially. Form 63 shows this correction 
and the length for lever L is "recalculated on form B8a. According to this 
calculation. L should be equal to 382 mm whereas the actual adjustment is 
378 mm. This seems to be a slight adjusting error but is apparently of no 
consequence. 

Tuning of the governor was done by initially adjusting all components to the 
values resulting from design calculations. A first trial run showed quickly, 

i 

that performance was erratic and that corrective adjustments had to be done. 
The cause was soon traced to forces apparently existing in the turbine gate. 

z , Since no accurate measurements were possible, a series of assumptions were 
made. The entire desing matching procedure was done and redone with each new 
assumption until satisfactory performance was achieved. 
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It may be concluded that the entire matching procedure‘proved to be 
suitable in attaining good governor performance. All deviations of actual 
adjustments from initial design adjustments can be understood and correc- 
tive calculations, give results which agree with actual final adjustments. , 
It is important, however, to point out that the approach in correcting 

,adjustments must be systematic and coherent, at all times backed by the 
respective calculations with formulae given. 

,? i 
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